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ABSTRAK

This research aims to optimazing accounting information systems in order to get soft saving on a manufacturing business in the field of payment information system that occur in the Surabaya region, especially at PT. PHILIPS INDONESIA which is now using the information system which is very nice but it is not used optimally, in practice there are still many transactions still use the data manually, the numbers of documents used resulted in the process did not run effectively and efficiently. this research aims to analyze the computerized information system for the payment of the invoice that still uses a manual transaction.

This research used six sigma DMAIC Methods. DMAIC is a cycle of improvement based on performance data, which not only can be applied to the improvement of the quality but can be applied also in cost savings and can be used to enhance, optimize and stabilize the design and business processes of the company, from this study are expected this information system is used to its full potential get cost of avoidance saving as well as their better control on the payment cycle and the procedures to be standardized and of the financial will avoid the losses that are not supposed to happen (cost of avoidance), as well as cost savings.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays business players in Indonesia are increasingly aware of the changing business patterns of information systems that exist along with the rapid progress of information technology. In the increasingly fierce industrial world competition, companies must be able to survive and compete with similar companies. Therefore, companies will be better if adopting a system that has been proven to have benefits for the company. Six sigma is a method of improving quality and process by using structured tools and statistical measurement. At first this method was applied by Motorolla in 1985 and managed to bring huge profits for the company. The success of Motorolla applying six sigmase to bring great profits to make six sigma developed in recent years. General Electric, Boeing, Ford, Toyota, Bank of America and Allied Signals are examples of companies that follow Motorolla's trail to implement six sigma. PT. Philips Indonesia, a multinational electronics company that has a vision to become a global player in the leading lighting business (lighting), including Indonesia. As a market leader, the company is also always innovate with the vision to be the best in class (best in their class/level on lighting business) PT. Philips Indonesia with a wide range of operational activities have had already a system and is very good that is ERP-SAP but in operational practice the activities or transactions are still done manually performed by suppliers who do not use PO
(Purchase order) are: Supplier related to the distribution or import-export activities (shipping liner, forwarders, shipping). The bill payment from the government (PLN, PDAM, Telkom, etc.). Other - Other (Hotels, etc.). Unexpected (hospitals, pharmacies, laboratories, etc.)

The project background of this research was triggered by:
1. The number of manual transactions.
2. The existence of double invoicing/billing from suppliers.
3. The existence of cost of avoidance saving.
4. Delay/long process of document to the finance section.
5. The high cost of the 3rd party (outsourcing).

Researchers focused research on number of suppliers who use manual transaction, in this study the authors limited to point no. 1 supplier related to distribution activities or supplier related to exports and imports (shipping liner, forwarders, shipping) which is under global agreement.

Although it has become a market leader, with the distribution to 225 destination countries and 1656 transactions and has 27 vendors, but in the process of transactions there is still a process done manually where it potentially leads to inefficient processes in terms of costs incurred or mistakes in transactions resulting in a loss to the company. The purpose of this research is to examine the application of Six Sigma method to minimize invoices without PO or improve manual payment payment process by using PO flow and its suitability.

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Accounting Information System

Accounting Information System is a functional information system underlying other functional information systems such as financial information systems, marketing information systems, production information systems and human resource information systems. Other information systems require financial data from accounting information systems.

This can indicate that if a company that will build a management information system, it is advisable to build an accounting information system first. Important functions formed by SIA in an organization include: Collecting and storing data about activities and transactions. Processing data becomes information that can be used in decision making process. Precise control of the assets of the organization.

2.2 Six Sigma

Six sigma is a method or technique of dramatic quality control and enhancement applied by the Motorola company since 1986, which is a new breakthrough in the field of quality management. The principle of Motorola's six sigma control and enhancement quality is able to respond to the challenges commonly faced in the industry, and Motorola proved for 10 years after the implementation of the six sigma concept has been able to achieve 3.4 DPMO quality level (Defect per Million Opportunities - Failure per million opportunities) (Gasper, 2002)

2.3 Six Sigma Improvement Model

In Six Sigma there is a 5 phase cycle of DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, Control) which is a continuous improvement process towards the target of six sigma. DMAIC is systematically based on knowledge and facts. DMAIC is a closed-loop process that eliminates unproductive process steps, often focusing on measuring new measurements and applying technology for quality improvement toward a six sigma target. Some level of sigma attainment:
Tabel 1. Tabel *konversiSix sigma sederhana*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sigma</th>
<th>Yield</th>
<th>DPMO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-Sigma</td>
<td>31,0%</td>
<td>691,462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Sangattidakkompetitif)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Sigma</td>
<td>69,2%</td>
<td>308,538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(rataindustriIndonesia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Sigma</td>
<td>93,3%</td>
<td>66,807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Sigma</td>
<td>99,4%</td>
<td>6,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(rataindustriUSA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-Sigma</td>
<td>99,97%</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-Sigma</td>
<td>99,99966%</td>
<td>3,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(industrikelas dunia)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Vincent Gasperz (2002)

**RESEARCH METHODS**

The type of research used by the authors is descriptive qualitative research and tend to use analysis and further highlight the process and meaning where the DMAIC method used as the basis in this study. The operational steps of DMAIC are as follows: Stage Define (D), this stage is the stage where this is the first step in starting a six sigma project. In this stage it is necessary to define some matters relating to the criteria of selecting a research object and identifying the problem as a Project back ground. Phase Measure (M), this stage is the second operational step in Six Sigma project which includes Measurement and Set-up target where the tools used are Primary Metric and Secondary Metric and Pareto diagram. Analyze Stage, this stage is the third stage in the DMAIC cycle. At this stage in doing data analysis and identify the cause of the problem by brainstorming with the company where the tools used are 5 Why. Improve Stage, once the root of the problem is known, then the next step is to perform corrective action planning to overcome or prevent the occurrence of problems that become the focus of Six Sigma project. In brief the focus of this Improve phase is the Implementation PO Flow and Improvement action. Stage Control, this stage is the last operational stage in Six Sigma project. At this stage will be made a system control mechanism to control every transaction process so that inefficient activities can be minimized, while this phase includes the standardization of the efficiency and culture of the organization. The roadmap of Six Sigma project which is used as the basis in this research is as follows:
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

**Fase Define**
At this stage the problem is defined as the six Sigma project. The purpose of this project is to minimize invoices without POs. It aims to reduce the risk of double payment (due to double invoice) by using 3 paths to match SAP to get better suitability and control. The focus of this project is to minimize the number of manual payment requests by 30% in December 2015. The goal of this project is to replace the current manual requisition creation with the standard PO according to flow (SAP) and become easier and to reduce the number Payment requisition manually per month. The benefits of this project are Conformity, avoid double payment and cost savings and reduce costs on the charge invoice and also the first project in APAC.

**Fase Measure**
Based on data obtained from January to July 2015 for the amount of manual payment requisition (Invoice Without PO) then tabulated with target KPI which became the focus of Six Sigma project. The result of tabulation which is Primary metric as project trigger can be presented in the following picture:
While the number of non PO vendors from January to July month which tabulated KPI target which is Secondary metric which also as trigger of project can be presented in the following picture:

The number of problems that occur for Non PO Supplier include several things consisting of distribution cost of 27 suppliers, Government Bill as many as 8 suppliers, Unpredictable as many as 9 suppliers and Other as many as 16 suppliers. Based on these calculations, the distribution cost is the Opportunity Improvement and the biggest problem that must be resolved immediately, because based on pareto law when 80% problem is solved then the remaining 20% will finish by itself. The graph of the problem that occurs for Supplier non PO is as follows:
Fase Analyze
Based on phase of measure distribution cost become focus because the impact is dominant (27 supplier). From the results of Brainstorming with 5 way tools to find the root cause of Manual payment requisition in Philips Surabaya, the results obtained are a mapping from the root of the problem and the answer. The mapping is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Why-1</th>
<th>Why-2</th>
<th>Why-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difficulties of apply PO by system (1)</td>
<td>No support from vendor</td>
<td>No one vendor under global agreement use PO</td>
<td>No Vendor socialization on implementation PR/PO process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alot of Manual payment requisition (2)</td>
<td>SAP system not accommodate</td>
<td>data not maintenance in SAP</td>
<td>No12 NC created in SAP system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High cost charges of Infosys (3)</td>
<td>More expensive compare to using PO by system</td>
<td>complexity of account to be fill &amp; mistake by human error</td>
<td>Alot of manual activities process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Payment (4)</td>
<td>Late Approval</td>
<td>Late submission</td>
<td>More time consuming for manual check / ensure correctness of paper work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Payment (4)</td>
<td>Double Invoice</td>
<td>Supporting document in copy</td>
<td>Lack control process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not compliance (5)</td>
<td>High risk of loss money</td>
<td>Less control</td>
<td>All vendor in manual transaction (PR/PO process not implemented yet)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data Processed

Fase Improve
After the root of the problem is known, the next step is to do a corrective action plan to overcome or prevent the problem that becomes the focus of Six Sigma project. At this stage is a
mapping of the Action Plan where it is used as a basis for improving the process. The mapping can be presented in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Potential Root Cause</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Difficulties of apply PO by system</td>
<td>No Vendor socialization on implementation PR/PO process</td>
<td>Vendor socialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Alot of Manual payment requisition</td>
<td>No12 NC created in SAP system</td>
<td>Material master upload in system by create 12 NC per destination in SAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>High cost charges of Infosys</td>
<td>Alot of manual activities process</td>
<td>Define possibility to simplify the process (using PR/PO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Late Payment/ double payment</td>
<td>Lack control process/ More time consuming for manual check / ensure correctness of paper work</td>
<td>Involving all key parties to handle all process end to end customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Not compliance</td>
<td>All vendor in manual transaction (PR/PO process not implemented yet)</td>
<td>PO implementation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data Processed

Based on table 4.2, known problems of the object of research, the root cause of the problem and its action plan. The details of each Action plan are as follows

- **Vendor Socialization**
  Prior to the socialization, Vendors were not aware of the PR / PO process. After the Vendor's socialization is fully aware of the PR / PO process. Socialization is done by holding a meeting agenda with vendors. The target for vendor socialization is achieved which can be realized in October 2015 and the benefits obtained are the vendor is very aware with the program.

- **Material master upload in system**
  Prior to the Six Sigma project there was no barcode for 12 NC, Code No Dept and No Account in SAP, this is because the code has not been uploaded. Or in other words Optimise the accounting information sistem by material master upload in the system
As after the Six Sigma project is implemented and The barcode (12 NC), Departement Code and Account are created in accounting information system ERP_SAP, the output of the purchase record is as follows:

The target for master uploaded in system material is achieved which can be realized in October 2015 and the benefit is the data well recorded in ERP_SAP information system

- **Number of Manual Payment of Requisition**

Prior to the run of its Six Sigma project many processes are running manually causing the charge invoice is high enough. Once on its run the Six Sigma project, the process becomes more Simple, robust process and better control. The benefits of this Action plan is to reduce cost and documents to be more concise. The target for the Number of Manual Payment of Requisition is achieved which can be realized in November 2015 and the benefits are cost reduction and concise documents.

- **End to End process, from customer to customer**

Before the Six Sigma flow project involves only Supply Chain and only the F & A departments, this is still lacking in terms of involvement and monitoring. The flow is as follows:
The target for End to End process, from customer to customer is achieved where it can be realized in November 2015 and the benefit is reducing the risk of double invoice.

- **PO Implementation**
  Prior to implementing the project, payment is handled via manual payment request. The form of payment form is as follows:

After the Six Sigma project is implemented, the payment is handled through 3 ways of matching or matching between PO, receipt of goods and receipt of invoice. The form of payment form is as follows:
The target for PO Implementation is achieved where it can be realized in November 2015 and the benefits are suitability with standard form PO and reduce risk on double invoice.

**Phase Control**
The control stage is the most important step because it is a repeat of unwanted processes where the benefits of continuous improvement must be obtained. In this section a control plan is made to the process. To ensure consistent PO procedures and formats are implemented consistently, the project team regularly conducts evaluations and discussions on the performance of processes that are the object of the Six Sigma project. The procedure is finally standardized into a detailed and standard documentation so that it really becomes an important grip for every transaction. Included is a flow chart diagram that after the improvement becomes more timelines but reduces the potential problem because the flow is too simple. Finally, the performance of the Six Sigma team shows the results achieved until December 2015 that is achievement of 47% where the expected target is 30%. The results are summarized in the scorecard graph as shown in the following figure:
Financial Benefit obtained with the implementation of Six Sigma project are:A) Eliminate Double invoice / Payment for 508 K EURB) There is a saving on infosys charges of 2 K EURC) Intangible Benefit (compliance and better control)D) The first pioneer project in the Asia Pacific region (compared to other philips branches)E) Standardization and Learning process

CONCLUSION
Based on the data that has been analyzed along with the discussion that has been described in the previous chapter, the authors draw the following conclusions:1. Distribution cost is an Opportunity Improvement because it is the biggest problem compared to other problems.2. Difficulty applying PO by system is because No socialization to Vendor about implementation of PR / PO process. As for the action plan related to this is the socialization of vendors3. The large number of Manual payment requisition is because there is no 12 NC code available in the SAP system. As for the action plan related to this is to upload 12 NC on the master material in SAP system.4. The high cost of invoice charge is due to the number of manual process activities. As for the action plan related to this is to determine the possibility to simplify the process (using PR / PO)5. Late payment / double payment is due to Lack of control process / More time required to verify / verify work paper correctness manually. As for the action plan related to this is Involving all the major parties to handle all the process end to end customer6. Incorrect payment form is due to most of distribution supplier in manual transactions (PR / PO process not yet implemented). As for the action plan related to this is the implementation of PO

6. Suggestions From the results of the discussion and conclusions from research, can be stated the key to the success of the Six Sigma project is consistent with corrective action. The advice given by the researcher is to continuously improve the quality of operating system and transaction information by focusing on financial benefit, to achieve the company vision in undergoing competitive competition. One effort to improve the quality of operating system and transaction information focused on financial benefit are the continues improvement in this research.
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